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Abstract
The world is moving towards an age centered around digital artifacts created by individuals,
not only are the digital artifacts being created at an alarming rate, also the software to
manage such artifacts is increasing than ever. Majority of any software is infused with
large number of source code files. Therefore, code search has become an intrinsic part
of software development process today and the universe of source code is only growing.
Although, there are many general purpose search engines such as Google, Bing and other
web search engines that are used for code search, such search engines are not dedicated
only for software code search. Moreover, keyword based search may not return relevant
documents when the search keyword is not present in the candidate documents. And, it
does not take into account the semantic and syntactic properties of software artifacts such
as source code. Semantic search (in the context of software engineering) is an emerging
area of research that explores the efficiency of searching a code base using natural language
queries. In this thesis, we aim to provide developers with the ability to locate source code
blocks/snippets through semantic search that is built using neural models.
Neural models are capable of representing natural language using vectors that have
been shown to carry semantic meanings and are being used in various NLP tasks. Specifi-
cally, we want to use Code2Vec, a model that learns distributed representations of source
code called code embeddings, to evaluate its performance against the task of semantically
searching code snippets. The main idea behind using Code2Vec is that source code is
structurally different from natural language and a model that uses the syntactic nature of
source code can be helpful in learning the semantic properties. We pair Code2Vec with
other neural models that represents natural language through vectors to create a hybrid
model that outperforms previous benchmark baseline models developed in the CodeSearch-
Net challenge. We also studied the impact of various metatdata (such as popularity of the
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Whenever a developer wants to search for any software related artifact (Source code, doc-
umentation, and other artifacts), they tend to rely on general-purpose search engines that
are not optimized for searching source code. Prior work done by Rahman et al., [32] evalu-
ated how developers use general-purpose web search for code retrieval. In their work, they
build a classifier to identify the code intent of a given query which finds the characteristics
of a query. They found that queries vary from code to non-code queries. More often than
not, code related search takes more effort in terms of time and query modification. They
also study how general-purpose search engines could be effectively used for code search.
Instead of improving the ways to use general-purpose engines for code search, we suggest
to use semantic search, which attempts to identify the searcher’s intent and contextual
meaning of terms to retrieve more relevant results. Moreover, code search for source code
(and other artifacts such as packages, libraries) is identified as a developer problem. There
are StackOverflow [29, 12] discussions asking for an alternative for Google code search,
a regular expression based index and search tool for large bodies of source code, which
was previously started (2006) and shutdown (2011) by Google [46] as developers started
moving towards GitHub. We also believe that searching over source code is a problem
worth studying.
In this thesis, we want to apply deep learning based neural models to search for code
snippets as such models have been shown to understand meaning [3] behind source code.
Deep learning has been successfully applied to many natural language processing problems
in the last few years. Researchers have found neural models to be effective in learning
semantic properties of natural language text [3, 33]. Although code is not natural language,
we believe neural models are capable of learning semantics as well as syntactic properties
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available in code snippets. Specifically, we focus on applying a path-based neural model
called Code2Vec [3] created by Alon et al. This model treats code snippets as bag-of-
paths and its development was inspired by Word2Vec [33] (from Mikolov et al.), a natural
language model that treats natural language as a continuous bag of words or tokens. We
have investigated if path-based neural representation like Code2Vec is useful for semantic
search. We have also investigated if project metadata is useful for reranking search results.
The main contributions of this thesis are,
• Adapting Code2Vec in order to build a neural model for semantic code search.
• Evaluating the impact of metadata such as popularity of the project, code token
length etc., on the relevance of retrieved code snippets for reranking.
• Migrating CodeSearchNet [19] benchmark neural models in Tensorflow 2.0
• Implementing Code2Vec [3] into CodeSearchNet and evaluating its performance for
the task of semantic code search.
The thesis is divided into following chapters. In chapter 2, relevant literature needed
to create this thesis is discussed. In chapter 3, the methodology, data origins and prepro-
cessing are explained. In chapters 4 and 5, results and implications are discussed. Finally,




Background and Related Work
2.1 Background
Our thesis is a follow up research to two of the previous works: Code2Vec [3] and Code-
SearchNet [19] which have been detailed below. We evaluated the application of Code2Vec
to do semantic search and compared the results with other baseline models which were
developed in the CodeSearchNet challenge. We then investigated if a project’s metadata
is useful in reranking the retrieved snippets in terms of their relevance.
2.2 Code2Vec
Alon et al. have recently proposed an interesting approach by learning distributed rep-
resentation of code[3] similar to word2vec. In their work, they create a neural model for
representing snippets of code as continuous distributed vectors “code embeddings”) that
would predict semantic representations of a snippet. They perform this by decomposing
code to a collection of paths in its abstract syntax tree, and learning the atomic repre-
sentation of each path. The authors make use of embedding similarity of similar code to
predict method names. They evaluate their approach by training a model on a dataset
of 14M methods and show that the model can predict method names from files that were
completely unobserved during training. The model is trained on a dataset of 12 million
Java methods and compared to other competitive approaches. It significantly outperforms
them by having approximately 100 times faster prediction rate at the same time having a
better F1 score of 59.5 at method naming. While they only tested their model for method
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naming, the authors believe that there are a plethora of programming language processing
tasks the model can be used for such as semantic search.
Prior to Code2Vec, the same authors devised an approach to predict program properties
from a General path-based representation for code which led to Code2Vec. In this ear-
lier work, they showed this approach obtains better results than task-specific handcrafted
representations across different tasks and programming languages. To extract path based
representations for different programming languages, Kovalenko et al. created a library
called PathMiner [22].
2.3 CodeSearchNet Challenge
Researchers from GitHub have created an online code search challenge named CodeSearch-
Net [19] where anyone can build and submit results from a neural based code search
engine. They have publicly released their training dataset which consists of code snippet-
documentation pairs for six different programming languages: Go, Java, JavaScript, PHP,
Python, and Ruby. A total of six million functions, of them 2 million functions have query-
like natural language documentation. In order to evaluate the progress of semantic code
search, the authors have also provided 99 search queries taken from the Bing search engine.
These queries have been manually annotated by developers for relevant code snippets with
a relevance scale of 0 to 3. CodeSearchNet also provides a benchmark of six different neural
models that serves as a baseline for subsequent submissions.
2.4 Related Work
Researchers from Google have also investigated and performed a case-study on how devel-
opers search for code [34]. Their study indicates that developers search for code more often
(12 queries per workday) and search patterns also varies with context. Search queries are
often aimed at locating a particular location of code and seek answers for how to use an
API, what a piece of code does and why something fails. They also used the search logs to
explore the properties of a typical search query and series of queries with no result clicks
between. The key observations of the developer behaviour include, 1.) Developers search
very often and they search for examples more 2.) Developers search locally (as a quick
navigation of the local codebase), and 3.) Search queries are incrementally redefined.
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2.4.1 Deep learning for source code
Gu et al. [17] performed a similar study where they described a deep neural network
(CODEnn) for searching code in which they demonstrate a proof of concept application
of the model and evaluate the results against traditional IR-based approaches Lucene
and CodeHow. The results generated by CODEnn are substantially better than IR-based
approaches. There is also an ongoing experiment where engineers at GitHub tried to
implement semantic search using neural models for code using code documentation and
methods.
Hu et al. [18] performed a study to generate automatic comments or documentation
for java methods. They propose a new approach named DeepCom that applies natural
language processing techniques to learn from a large code corpus and creates comments
from learned features. Their approach also uses neural networks to analyze structural
information of Java methods for better comments generation. Their experiments were done
on a large scale by preparing the corpus from 9,714 open source projects from GitHub and
they evaluated their method based on a machine translation metric.
Yin et al. [50] have presented a novel approach to mine StackOverflow data to produce
high quality aligned data: code and natural language pairs. Their approach uses two kinds
of features: hand-crafted features using the structure of extracted features and features
obtained by training a probabilistic model that apprehends the correlation between natural
language and code using neural networks. This mined dataset called as CoNaLa can now
be used as training data for models in downstream tasks such as code summarization and
retrieval. Moreover, the authors have open-sourced benchmark sets to test and improve
such models.
Briem et al. [5] have used Code2Vec’s distributed representation of code in their work
to evaluate its performance for bug detection, specifically, detecting off-by-one errors in
Java source code. They treat bug detection as a binary classification problem and train
their model on a large Java file corpus containing likely correct code. To properly classify
incorrect code, during model training, they use false examples which are created by making
simple mutations to correct code from original corpus. Finally, their quantitative and
qualitative evaluations validates that the model which uses a structural representation of
code can be applied to tasks other than method name prediction.
Allamanis et al. [1] have devised a new way to represent software programs with
graphs. Their solution utilizes long-range dependencies induced by using the same variable
or function in distant locations inside a program. They propose graphs to handle both
syntactic and semantic properties of code and use graph-based deep learning methods to
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learn to reason over program structures. Typically, graphs tend to be larger in sizes and
the authors show how to scale Gated Graph Neural Networks training to such large graphs.
Moreover, they evaluate their approach to two tasks: VARNAMING, in which the model
attempt to predict the variable names when the usage is given, and VARMISUSE, in which
the model learns to reason about selecting the correct variable that should be used at a
given program location. Their results suggests that the neural network learns to infer
meaningful names and solves VARMISUSE in many cases. After testing, they claim that
VARMISUSE even discovered bugs in Roslyn [25], a mature open source project.
2.4.2 Machine learning on reranking code snippets
Niu et al. proposed a code example search [30] approach that applies machine learning tech-
niques to automatically train a ranking schema. They apply this trained ranking schema
to rerank candidate code snippets for new queries at run time. The evaluation of the rank-
ing performance of their approach is done using a corpus of over 360,000 code snippets
crawled from 586 open-source Android projects. The results from the performance evalua-
tion study showed that the learning-to-rank approach can effectively rank code examples,
and outperformed the existing ranking schemas by about 35.65% and 48.42% in terms
of normalized discounted cumulative gain (NDCG) and expected reciprocal rank (ERR)
measures respectively. Their work is one of the very few works that showed reranking code
snippets can be an effective approach to code search.
Recently, the application of machine learning or deep-learning-based models to solve
research problems in software engineering is increasing [2, 27, 23]. Thus utilizing such
state-of the art models and approaches in the context of semantic search opens up new
research avenues. As semantic code search is also one of the downstream tasks, it could be




In this thesis, we focused on performing semantic search in source code through a bag-of-
paths neural model (Code2Vec) and evaluating the model against the benchmark models
developed in the CodeSearchNet paper [19]. The general methodology behind semantic
code search is representing code features in the same vector space as natural language
features and then creating vector indexes to perform similarity search illustrated in figure
3.1. We divided the study into two parts: An initial feasibility study and as CodeSearchNet
challenge. The feasibility study was performed to understand the process of applying deep
learning models to code search. More details about this initial study are described in
section 3.2.
Figure 3.1: Process Overview
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After the feasibility study, we approached the CodeSearchNet challenge in two different
parts. First, we treated code search as an information retrieval problem and applied
deep learning models to retrieve a candidate result set from a huge corpus. Second, we
treated code search as a reranking problem in an attempt to recommend code snippets to
developers. Specifically, we wanted to understand the impact of popularity of a repository
containing the retrieved code snippets.
3.1 Research Questions
The overall goal of this thesis is to adapt and improve over the neural models developed in
previous work [19], improve the state-of-the-art of semantic code search, and to investigate
how code snippet recommendations can be improved.
RQ1: Can bag-of-paths model be successfully applied to semantically search code snip-
pets? Learning distributed representations has worked well for natural language such
as Word2Vec. Programming languages have syntax that is very different from natural
language syntax and results in code being redundant in the form of variable names and
conditionals. This means that the syntactic nature of code could be a crucial feature
to any source code related research problems. Hence, we are interested in implementing
distributed representations of code snippets as a feature to the search problem.
RQ2: How effective is the resulting model, compared to previous benchmarks? This
neural model that uses Code2Vec to represent source code has the potential to achieve bet-
ter results than the benchmark models that treats code as tokens. We wanted to analyse
the performance of this model against the state of the art benchmark models that are al-
ready implemented. Baseline benchmark models are some of the complex models designed
for Natural language processing tasks. Our hypothesis is that Natural language and Pro-
gramming language are different in many ways [31] and a model that takes advantage of
the syntactic nature of code will perform better than complex models that are specifically
developed for NLP tasks.
RQ3: Does the popularity of a repository impact the relevance of the retrieved code
snippets? A lot of factors could influence the relevance of code snippets in search results.
Particularly, the metadata of the repository from which the code snippet was retreived.
Metadata such as fork count, star count, repository size is correlated with the popularity of
a repository [4]. This raises several research questions: Do developers prefer code snippets
from a popular repository? Do developers prefer shorter code snippets in search results?
CodeSearchNet challenge evaluates a ranked result set for a given set of queries against a
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ground truth of relevant snippets and calculates a score. We wanted to rerank the retrieved
code snippets based on the popularity of their projects and observe how it would impact
the calculated score, in other words, relevance.
3.2 Initial study
As a first step, we replicated a study performed by GitHub engineers and attempted to
improve the results using StackOverflow data that is rich in developer discussion. This
initial study was performed on Python dataset provided by GitHub. The data was collected
through Google BigQuery, which is an open dataset of GitHub repositories collected by
Google. The data is then parsed into (code snippet, documentation) pairs using abstract
syntax trees (ASTs) and segregated into train, test and validation sets. Github engineers
had also provided the code to replicate the general approach needed to build a semantic
search engine.
3.2.1 Data Preprocessing
The query used to retrieve the python repository and files only includes files that contain at
most 15000 lines and has at least one function definition. The query results in 1.2 million
raw Python files to be pre-processed. These raw python files were available for download
as ten CSV files. During pre-processing, these ten files were used to generate ASTs and
(code snippet, documentation) pairs were extracted.
3.2.2 Feature Extraction
During the initial study, code snippets are encoded using a seq2seq neural model [40]
whereas documentation is encoded using a language model [51]. Then, the code vectors
are mapped into the same vector space as documentation’s vectors. Then the vectors are
indexed using a non-metric space library, a library to perform similarity search in vector
space, and the search is performed.
3.2.3 Model
The Model replicated during the study is called a seq2seq model [40], used typically to
translate from one language to another. In our study, we translate code snippets to produce
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natural language, in other words, code summarization. This summarized text is then
encoded into vectors and indexed using NMSlib [28] for retrieval. NMSlib library is used to
find nearest neighbours in a vector space. The seq2seq model is trained to predict/generate
text that is similar to the actual documentation of the snippet. Once this step is completed,
another model called a language model is trained to encode all the available documentation.
This trained language model is used to convert a given query to a vector. Using this vector,
a similarity search is performed on the indexed vectors (which are linked to code snippets).
To evaluate the seq2seq model, Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) metric was used.
BLEU ranges between 0 and 1, this tells us how close a translated sentence is to that of a
reference sentence. If the result is closer to 1, it implies that the accuracy of the translation
is high. This metric is typically used in neural machine translation tasks [24].
The approach we replicated treats the problem as a code summarization problem and
then uses it for code search which is inefficient as the search efficiency depends on how well
the model summarizes the code snippet. Another caveat to the approach is that there was
no common evaluation dataset available for code summarization and semantic code search.
In hindsight, this study helped us in understanding the process of applying neural models
to semantic code search.
3.2.4 CoNaLa
We then applied the same model (mentioned in section 3.2.3) with CoNaLa dataset [50]
instead of Github data. CoNaLa is a publicly available dataset that was crawled from
stackoverflow to mine high quality Code/Natural Language pairs. Results from these
experiments were promising and served as a preliminary step in applying neural models to
semantic source code search.
3.3 CodeSearchNet Challenge
The initial replication study we conducted did not have a proper evaluation dataset with
ground truth to measure the performance of the neural models applied. However, with the
release of CodeSearchNet [19] challenge from GitHub, evaluating the progress of semantic
search was made possible. CodeSearchNet challenge, along with baseline benchmark neural
models, provides CodeSearchNet corpus which consists of 6 million functions from open-
source code spanning six programming languages (Go, Java, JavaScript, PHP, Python, and
Ruby). It also provides researchers with 99 natural language queries with about 4k expert
relevance annotations of likely results from CodeSearchNet Corpus for evaluation.
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3.3.1 Data Collection
CodeSearchNet Corpus comprises of data collected from publicly available open-source
non-fork GitHub repositories and projects which are used at least by one other project.
Moreover, the projects that do not contain licenses or re-distribution restricted licenses are
removed. Files from each projects were parsed to functions (methods) and then tokenized
accordingly for six different programming languages: Go, Java, JavaScript, Python, PHP
and Ruby using TreeSitter — GitHub’s universal parser — and additionally if needed,
respective documentation text was extracted using a heuristic regular expression. For our
study, we only use the Java corpus provided by the challenge.
3.3.2 Data Preprocessing
CodeSearchNet dataset has already been preprocessed and all the steps involved in data
collection and processing has been provided in the original paper [19]. However, we have
mentioned some of the crucial steps in this section. As a first step, (function, documenta-
tion) pairs were extracted. Documentation is truncated to first paragraph and pairs with
documentation less than three tokens are excluded. Pairs with function names that start
with “test” are removed in order to exclude test case functions. Finally, duplicates are
removed by identifying near duplicates.
3.3.3 Running Baseline Models
Four baseline model architectures [19] developed in the original paper: Neural Bag of
Words (NBoW), Bidirectional RNN models (bi-RNN), 1D Convolutional Neural Network
(1D-CNN), and Self-Attention (SelfAttn). We obtained the code for each of the baseline
models and dataset associated from the CodeSearchNet challenge. During this step, we
setup the pipeline to run the baseline models and generated results. We configured the
environment variables, project directories, model logs and checkpoints; after this, We were
able to successfully run the baseline models. Out of the four neural baseline models, NBoW
(Neural Bag of words model) performed the best. NBoW model treats both query(text) and
snippets(code) as bag of words/tokens during encoding. However, NBoW may be better
for encoding text but for code, it completely discards the syntactic structure. This led us
to explore semantic search through a neural model that captures not only the semantic
representation but also the syntactic representation of a code snippet.
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3.4 Code2Vec Model
Code2Vec is a neural model that can represent code as continuous distributed vectors, or
in other words, code embeddings [3]. This model decomposes code snippets to a collection
of paths using Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs) and learns the atomic representation of
aggregated paths.
3.4.1 Feature Extraction
Function-documentation pairs for Java language is available in the CodeSearchNet corpus
as .jsonl (json lines) files. Each line in the file represents a json object containing the
function definition, documentation and metadata about the repository from which the
function was taken. These json lines are then fed into a parser script line by line and paths
are extracted. The script is developed by authors of Code2Vec model (Alon et al. [3]),
based on an opensource AST miner called PathMiner [22] from JetBrains research.
1 int f(int n) {
2 return n*n;
3 }
Listing 3.1: code snippet example for calculating square of a given number
An example of how paths are extracted from code snippets through ASTs is explained
as follows. Consider a code snippet (listing 3.1) that calculates the square value of a given
number. The snippet is parsed to construct an AST which is shown in Figure 3.2. Then,
AST is traversed and syntactic paths between AST leaves are extracted. Each path is
represented as a string containing the sequence of AST nodes, linked by up and down
arrows, which symbolize the up or down link between adjacent nodes in the tree. Some of
the example paths extracted from the above AST would be,
• (f, Method Declaration↓BlockStmt↓ReturnStmt↓Binary Expr:times , n) denoted by
the colour green in Figure 3.2.
• (n, parameter↑Method Declaration↓BlockStmt↓ReturnStmt↓Binary Expr:times , n)
denoted by the color red in Figure 3.2.
The path composition is kept with the values of the AST leaves it is connecting, as
a tuple which is referred to as a path-context [3]. These paths are then added to the
corresponding json object (from which the function definition was taken) and stored. In
order to reduce space, during model training, a hashing function is applied on the paths
before storage.
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Figure 3.2: AST Representation of listing 3.1
3.4.2 Tensorflow migration
Code2Vec model is written originally in Tensorflow 2.0 and CodeSearchNet framework
is written in Tensorflow 1.12. In order to use the path-based neural model for source
code, one of the repositories had to be migrated to the other version to eliminate version
mismatch issues. We decided to migrate the CodeSearchNet framework to Tensorflow 2.0
as upgrading (than downgrading) a repository is better in the long term for the research
community as new versions are frequently updated for performance or bug fixes by the
developers.
Tensorflow provides migration scripts to migrate from one version to the other. Al-
though, the automation scripts made the migration a lot easier, manual changes to code
were still required to get the framework running for the baseline models. These manual
changes were made using the Tensorflow migration guide [41].
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3.4.3 Model Architecture and implementation
After the framework migration was completed, Code2Vec model was rewritten into frame-
work of CodeSearchNet baseline models. This re-implementation makes the model possible
to be used as a encoder for code snippets. This change is also necessary for evaluating the
model along with other baseline models. The framework already has certain input, output
and evaluation format which is uniform across all the baseline models. This enables future
research – including replication and minor improvements – once a new model is added and
released to the benchmark.
Figure 3.3: Model Architecture Overview
A brief overview of the architecture of the model we designed for CodeSearchNet chal-
lenge is shown in Figure 3.3. Code snippets are encoded using the migrated and re-
implemented Code2Vec model and documentation for each of the code snippet is split into
tokens and encoded using one of the benchmark baseline query encoders [19].
Query encoders that are available in the benchmark follows one of the architectures
mentioned below,
• Neural Bag of Words (NBoW) [36], in which each token is embedded to a learnable
embedding (vector representation).
• Continuous Bag of Words (CBoW), where the model learns context by predicting
next token by using surrounding tokens [26].
• Bidirectional RNN model, in which each input sequence is summarized using Gated
Recurrent Units (GRU) [6].
• 1D Convolutional Neural Network, applied over the input token sequence [20].
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• Self-Attention, where each token representation in the sequence is computed using
multi-head attention [42].
By model architecture, we refer to the overall framework we follow rather than the
individual neural architectures of Code2Vec or the baseline models. Detailed information
on each of those neural architectures can be found in the original papers [3, 19].
3.4.4 Model training
The objective is to map code and the corresponding documentation onto vectors that are
closer to each other, as one can then implement a search method by embedding the query
and then returning the set of code snippets that are “closer” in embedding (vector) space.
To learn these embedding functions, the encoder models in the architecture shown in Figure
3.3 are combined. First, input sequences are preprocessed according to their semantics:
identifiers appearing in code tokens are split into subtokens (i.e., a variable ToLowerCase is
split into three subtokens to, lower, and case), and natural language tokens are split using
byte-pair encoding(BPE) [37]. The training data for the model comprises of 542,991 java
function-documentation pairs. This dataset is segregated into 80-10-10 train-validate-test
sets.
During training, each code-documentation pair (ci, di) is passed into code encoder Ec








In the above equation, (cj, dj) denotes a negative pair (distractor snippet). This method
of learning using negative samples is called a triplet loss function [49]. In other words, max-
imize the inner product of the code and query encodings of the pair, while minimizing the
inner product between each ci and the distractor snippets cj. The code for the code2vec
model implemented in the benchmark repository can be found here [16]. Mean Recipro-
cal Rank (MRR) is the metric used while training the model to evaluate its performance
against the validation dataset. During testing, all the functions in CodeSearchNet search
corpus is indexed using Annoy [38], an approximate nearest neighbor (nn) indexing and
search library offered by Spotify [39]. We also experimented with different nearest neigh-
bor searching techniques offered by the library such as Dot distance, Euclidean distance,
Hamming distance, and Manhattan distance.
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3.4.5 Hardware and Hyperparameter Specifications
We trained Code2Vec on a normal desktop machine that has NVIDIA GEFORCE GTX
1070 GPU engine and has 8GB of memory. We use the following set of hyperparameters
to train models: batchsize as 200, learning rate as 0.01 and dropout keep rate as 0.9. We
used the Adam [21] optimizer to update the parameters. Training 2400 batches of data
consisting of approximately 500,000 samples costs 300 minutes of user time for 75 epochs.
We also experimented with different embedding sizes (32, 64 and 128) and found that
the training loss was marginally minimal when the embedding size is set to 64. During
evaluation, creating vector representations and indexes in memory for six million code
snippets needed a bigger machine. Hence, predictions were generated using a machine that
had 200GB of RAM and three Tesla k80 GPUs each having 25 GB of memory. Evaluation
took approximately 60 minutes to complete one run of predictions.
3.5 Reranking
A trained model and the indexes generated using Annoy are used to create the model
predictions. Model predictions file contain the 99 search queries and a retrieved result set
of 100 code snippets per query. We treat these predictions as a candidate result set to a
reranking problem. We wanted to find out if there was a correlation between a repository’s
popularity and a retrieved code snippet.
3.5.1 Data Collection and Pre-processing
CodeSearchNet corpus provides repository URLs from which the corresponding code snip-
pets were extracted. We parsed the Java dataset and obtained all the unique URLs from
which the training data came from. Once the URL information is available, repository
name can be extracted using simple regular expression. We can pass this information to
GitHub and query all the metadata information that is publicly available for this reposi-
tory. GitHub provides a comprehensive REST API [13] to query such information using a
developer token that can be created from a valid GitHub user account. Scripts essential
to do this data collection were written in Python and made available online.
Before the data collection, basic analysis was performed on the Java dataset to check
the distribution of snippets across repositories. Distribution of the snippets can be seen
in Table 3.1. For instance, the first row in the table indicates that four repositories, each
provided at least 10000 code snippets to be used for training.
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Snippets Threshold Number of Repositories
>10000 4
5000 - 9999 6
1000 - 4999 60
100 - 999 810
<100 3893
Table 3.1: Distribution of snippets to repository
From the distribution, we observed that the snippets come from a wide variety of repos-
itories. For instance, the four repositories having at least 10000 snippets indicate that
these repositories offered more functions with documentations. The four repositories were
aws/aws-sdk-java, OpenLiberty/open-liberty, alkacon/opencms-core, and Azure/azure-sdk-
for-java. Upon manual inspection, we identified that two of these repositories are popular
open source projects maintained by private corporations Amazon and Microsoft for their
cloud services. These repositories [35] had better fork counts, subscribers count and con-
tributors count than those repositories which had fewer code snippets. This may mean
that the top projects were better engineered than the others or it could just mean the top
projects were better documented. In either case, it is safe to assume that the snippets
come from different kinds of repositories.
3.5.2 Re-ranking strategies
As the ground truth relevance annotations were not open sourced by the CodeSearchNet
authors, we came up with different re-ranking strategies and evaluating them by perform-
ing multiple submissions and obtaining the score for each submission. By executing this
method, we can quantitatively understand the variations in relevance score and conclude
whether the re-ranking was successful or not. The various re-ranking strategies we em-
ployed are as follows:
Re-ranking with only metadata
• Top 100 results retrieved were re-ranked by the repository’s fork count.
• Top 100 results retrieved were re-ranked by the repository’s size.
• Top 100 results retrieved were re-ranked by the snippet’s token length.
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• Top 10 results retrieved were re-ranked by the repository’s fork count. Here, the
reasoning being highly relevant results to be only in the top 10 results.
Re-ranking with prediction scores and metadata
In this strategy, we re-ranked the snippets based on two data points: Prediction scores
calculated during retrieval and Repository metadata. We re-ranked snippets based on
metadata(fork count, repository size, and code token length) only within a specified window
size and difference in prediction scores is not more than 0.02. For instance, if the window
size is 10, we take the first 10 snippets and each pair from one through ten is compared
for difference in prediction scores, if the difference was less than 0.02 then we rerank them
using the metadata. This is repeated for the next batch of 10 snippets all the way up to
100. We follow this process for each of 99 evaluation queries.
The reasoning behind this strategy is if the scores are substantially different between
the two snippets being compared, re-ranking should not be done in order to avoid ranking
irrelevant snippets higher than relevant snippets purely because the metadata is better.
It should be noted that, this strategy assumes the model does not return highly relevant
snippets at lower ranks (for instance, at rank 90, 95, 100). We also applied re-ranking to
submissions that had the best results in the CodeSearchNet leaderboard. We report our
findings in Chapter 4.
3.6 Evaluation and Metrics
Evaluation is performed against a set of 99 queries [14] obtained from common search
queries from Bing that had high clickthrough rates to code. Search space is a huge corpus
of approximately 1.57 million functions(1,569,889). The search queries have already been
manually annotated with relevant snippets with the help of developers and researchers
[19]. The snippets were graded on a relevance scale of 0-3. Zero being irrelevant, 1 being
a weak match, 2 being a strong match and 3 being an exact match. Specifically, for java
dataset, there were 823 manual annotations that serves as the ground truth for the search
queries. The authors of the CodeSearchNet challenge did not release this ground truth to
the public to avoid over-fitting the neural models and enable a fair evaluation strategy to
all the model submissions.
To evaluate the model’s performance, the predictions file containing the results should
be uploaded to an online platform called Weights and Biases (WandB) [44]. WandB has
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a leaderboard that tracks model submissions from various models built by researchers
and developers around the globe. Once the predictions file is uploaded, evaluation is run
against the ground truth and an NDCG [45] measure is generated. A detailed overview
of this metric is explained in the following section. We calculate the NDCG score for the
Code2Vec based neural model and use this as the baseline for reranking the results as well
as the ground truth is hidden. After reranking the results using multiple strategies, we
analyse the variation in the resulting NDCG score to measure the impact on relevance.
3.6.1 BLEU
BLEU (bilingual evaluation understudy) [47] is an algorithm for evaluating the quality of
text that has been machine-translated from one natural language to another. In this case,
the translation of programming language to natural language (predicting the documenta-
tion). Quality is considered to be the correspondence between a machine’s output and that
of a human: “the closer a machine translation is to a professional human translation, the
better it is” – this is the central idea behind BLEU. This metric does not take into account
intelligibility or grammatical correctness of a translated text. We only used this metric in
our initial preliminary study as the model we applied summarizes the code snippets before
performing the retrieval.
3.6.2 Mean Reciprocal Rank
The Reciprocal Rank (RR) is an information retrieval measure that calculates the reciprocal
of the rank at which the first relevant document was retrieved. For example, RR is set
to be 1 if a relevant document was retrieved at rank 1, if not it is set to 0.5 if a relevant
document was retrieved at rank 2 and so on. When this measure is averaged across queries,
it is referred to as the Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR) [7].
This metric is usually used with a retrieval model where only one relevant document
needs to be found. Typically, this measure is very useful to evaluate the model during
training as there is usually one right answer per query available for training.
3.6.3 Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain
Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [48] is a measure of ranking quality and is used to
evaluate models based on the effectiveness of ranking. This metric uses a graded relevance
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scale of documents against a search model’s result set, and measures the usefulness or
gain of a document based on its position in the result set. This measures relies on two
fundamental assumptions,
• Highly relevant documents are more useful when appearing earlier in a search engine
result list (have higher ranks).
• Highly relevant documents are more useful than marginally relevant documents,
which are in turn more useful than non-relevant documents.
Below example will describe the difference among Cumulative Gain, Discounted Cu-
mulative Gain, and Normalized Discounted Gain.
Cumulative Gain (CG) is the sum of the graded relevance values of all results in a
search result list. This predecessor of DCG does not include the rank (position) of a result
in the result list into the consideration of the usefulness of a result set. The CG at a





Where reli is the graded relevance of the result at position i. This value calculated
(CG) is not affected by the ordering of the search results. In other words, even if a highly
relevant result is placed above a less relevant result, the score remains unchanged.
In order to correct that, DCG penalizes highly relevant documents appearing lower in a
search result. This is accomplished by logarithmically reducing the graded relevance value
proportional to the position of the result.






Search result lists vary in length depending on the query. Comparing a model’s perfor-
mance from one query to the next cannot be consistently achieved using DCG. Hence,
the cumulative gain at each position should be normalized across queries. This is done
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i reli log2(i + 1)
reli
log2(i+1)
1 3 1 3
2 2 1.585 1.262
3 3 2 1.5
4 0 2.322 0
5 1 2.585 0.387
6 2 2.807 0.712
Table 3.2: DCG calculation for each position
by sorting the relevance documents by their relative relevance to produce the maximum




Given a list of documents in response to a search query, an experiment participant is asked
to judge the relevance of each document to the query. Each document is to be judged on a
scale of 0-3 with 0 meaning not relevant, 3 meaning highly relevant, and 1 and 2 meaning
“somewhere in between”. For the documents ordered by the ranking algorithm as
D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6
the user provides the following relevance scores:
3, 2, 3, 0, 1, 2
That is: document 1 has a relevance of 3, document 2 has a relevance of 2, etc. The




reli = 3 + 2 + 3 + 0 + 1 + 2 = 11
Changing the order of any two documents does not affect the CG measure. If D3 and
D4 are switched, the CG remains the same, 11. DCG is used to emphasize highly relevant
documents appearing early in the result list. Using the logarithmic scale for reduction, the
DCG for each result in order is calculated and shown in Table 3.2.







= 3 + 1.262 + 1.5 + 0 + 0.387 + 0.712 = 6.861
Now a switch of D3 and D4 results in a reduced DCG because a less relevant document
is placed higher in the ranking; that is, a more relevant document is discounted more by
being placed in a lower rank.
The performance of this query to another is incomparable in this form since the other
query may have more results, resulting in a larger overall DCG which may not necessarily
be better. In order to compare, the DCG values must be normalized.
To normalize DCG values, an ideal ordering for the given query is needed. For this
example, that ordering would be the monotonically decreasing sort of all known relevance
judgments. In addition to the six from this experiment, suppose we also know there is a
document D7 with relevance grade 3 to the same query and a document D8 with relevance
grade 2 to that query. Then the ideal ordering is:
3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 1, 0
Without the D7 and D8, the ideal ordering is:
3, 3, 2, 2, 1, 0
The DCG of this ideal ordering, or IDCG (Ideal DCG) , is computed to rank 6:
IDCG6 = 7.141








As mentioned before, BLEU and NDCG are the two metrics we used to evaluate the





4.1 Results from Initial Study
The initial study was applying seq2seq [40] model to code search task. We performed the
task using two different datasets: GitHub function-docstring pairs [15], CoNaLa stackover-
flow snippet-intent pairs [50]. Some of results showing the code summarization generated
by the model on these two different datasets is shown in Table 4.1. The BLEU score for
models that were trained on Github code-docstring pairs and CoNaLa snippet-intent pairs
were 0.071 and 0.0013 respectively. It is important to note that, the training datasets used
were different in size. GitHub dataset contained about 2 million function-docstring pairs
where CoNaLa had 600 thousand snippet-intent pairs [50].
Code summarization is a problem in itself and is being actively studied by software
engineering research community. Our objective for doing this study was to understand
the process of using neural models for semantic code search. Some of the study’s findings
were promising and encouraged us to find and experiment with new neural models to
do semantic search. In this particular study, the model performance was difficult to be
evaluated as the dependency towards effective code summarization is enormous. Training
data available for code summarization was limited and quantitatively evaluating the search
was difficult as there was no reliable human annotated ground truth dataset available.
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Table 4.1: Comparison of seq2seq model results
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4.2 Code2vec with Benchmark Baselines
This section will showcase results obtained from applying Code2Vec to semantic code
search alongside other neural benchmark models available in the CodeSearchNet challenge.
Results include MRR and NDCG scores obtained during model evaluation.
4.2.1 MRR baselines
Table 4.2 shows the comparison of Mean Reciprocal rank across all the benchmark base-
line models along with the code2vec model. As it can be observed, Self-Attention model
performs best during training.
The columns text and code refer to the representation models used for documentation
and source code snippets respectively. The columns Validation MRR and Test MRR refer
to the MRR results obtained for validation set and test set respectively. Column FuncName
Test MRR is MRR calculated on test set but with the function names as queries instead of
docstrings. All the models performed substantially better with function names as queries.
This is expected, actual queries might not have method names in them. Thus, when the
method names are supplied as queries, the code snippets that have the same method name
is being ranked higher.
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Encoder CodeSearchNet Java Corpus
Text Code Validation MRR FuncName Test MRR Test MRR
1D-CNN 1D-CNN 0.493 0.724 0.527
biRNN biRNN 0.271 0.503 0.286
SelfAttn SelfAttn 0.551 0.815 0.587
NBoW NBoW 0.497 0.616 0.514
NBoW Code2Vec 0.500 0.661 0.516
CBoW Code2Vec 0.2952 0.494 0.3121
1D-CNN Code2Vec 0.0108 0.01418 0.01194
biRNN Code2Vec 0.08922 0.08309 0.07113
SelfAttn Code2Vec 0.0809 0.0902 0.07
Table 4.2: Comparison of MRR across baseline models
It is obvious from the training results that, only NBoW model works reasonably well
alongside Code2Vec during training. We experimented Code2Vec with other query (docu-
mentation) encoders provided by the benchmark. However, these models were ineffective
and essentially yielded poor results during search. It should also be noted that the pre-
dictions generated by these models did not contain highly relevant snippets in the top 100
and resulted in NDCG scores that are negligible (below 0.1).
4.2.2 NDCG baslines
Table 4.3 shows the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain for all the basline models
along with Code2Vec. It can be observed that Code2vec (along with NBoW) outperforms
all the previous baselines developed in the original paper [19]. We consider this as a
significant step forward in terms of the research problem addressed. We have demonstrated
that it is possible to extract semantic meaning from redundant and syntactic structure of
source code and achieve results.
The results also validate our hypothesis that complex neural models that works well
for natural language (text) or other media types (images, videos) may not necessarily be
as efficient when applied to programming language related tasks. For example, 1D-CNN
model is typically used for image classification as it works well for image related machine
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Table 4.3: Comparison of NDCG relevance across baseline models
learning tasks [20]. Bi-RNN and self attention is used extensively natural language tasks
such as sentence classification [6]. These models have been outperformed by our hybrid
model built with the help of Code2Vec. At the time of our submission to the CodeSearchNet
challenge, our model stands in the top 10 results of the leaderboard. We have provided
screenshots and other artifacts regarding our submission in chapter A.1 and A.2.
4.3 Reranking results
Our objective was to obtain the ideal or near-ideal ordering of the retrieved snippets
through reranking. Results for reranking the model predictions generated by Code2Vec
model using different metadata have been presented in Table 4.6. The key observation
here is that the re-ranking (with only metadata), yields NDCG that is approximately 50%
down from the original score of 0.1484.
Tables 4.4, 4.5 show some results for reranking based on the repository’s fork count.
Column Rank is the original rank generated by the neural model and Rerank is the new
rank obtained after re-ranking. As it can be observed, snippets that were ranked lower
previously have been brought to the top as the snippet is originated from a heavily forked
repository. The table also implies that the results obtained after reranking is likely to have
more irrelevant or less relevant snippets in higher ranks than highly relevant snippets.
In order to eliminate re-ranking totally irrelevant snippets, we re-ranked the predictions
by taking into account the prediction scores. As we have mentioned in the chapter 3.5.2,
for any two snippets being compared within the window size, if the scores differ by more
than 0.02, the re-ranking is prevented. For this re-ranking, we obtained the NDCG score
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Function name Rank Rerank Repository Forks
BitType.convertToString 1 22 VoltDB/voltdb 390
TextTable.convertToString 2 39 skadistats/clarity 98
DataTypeUtils.convertFromString 3 96 ivanceras/orm 0
ConstantsScanListener.convertString 4 89 jbundle/jbundle 1
JavaStringConverter.convertFromJavaString 5 46 eclipse/xtext-core 72
Table 4.4: Before reranking based on fork count for the query “convert int to string”
Function name Rank Rerank Repository Forks
UTF8String.fromString 77 1 apache/spark 21208
TypeConversion.convertString 54 2 deeplearning4j/deeplearning4j 4803
StringUtil.bytesToString 38 3 knightliao/disconf 2269
StringUtil.longToString 56 4 knightliao/disconf 2269
KeyValueFormat.parseStringDouble 90 5 SonarSource/sonarqube 1223
Table 4.5: After reranking based on fork count for the query “convert int to string”
of 0.1286. It was evident that the score improved but it was still below the original
submission without any re-ranking.
We performed experiments by changing the number of snippets retrieved as well. We
limited our model predictions to the top 10 and discarded the rest of snippets to obtain a
submission score of 0.108566551. The reasoning to discard snippets with rank more than
10 is to reduce the number of irrelevant snippets that have strong metadata during re-
ranking. With this new score as a baseline, we performed the various re-ranking discussed
above. The results for those submissions were still below this new score of 0.108566551.
Reranking method Re-ranked NDCG
Rerank top 100 by fork count 0.077261896
Rerank top 100 by repo size 0.074158342
Rerank top 100 by code token length 0.075949323
Rerank only top 10 by fork count 0.084801173
Table 4.6: NDCG after reranking predictions using only metadata
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We wanted to ensure this observation is consistent across various neural models submitted
to CodeSearchNet leaderboard. We downloaded the predictions file for the leading model
from the leaderboard. We applied the above mentioned re-ranking methods to the lead-
ing models and found that the observation was similar. Re-ranking based on metadata
performed worse than the original predictions. The lesson we learnt from this re-ranking
is that, metadata such as popularity and token length does not impact the relevance in a
positive way. In other words, we cannot rerank code snippets based on the popularity of
the projects.
Another strategy we employed during re-ranking was to use different types of similarity
search in vector space, essentially trying to obtain different prediction scores. We tried
hamming distance, dot distance, and, euclidean distance between the vectors provided by
the Annoy [38] vector search library. We were not surprised to find out that the scores were
not significantly different and the observations were consistent with what we had gathered
previously. The underlying reason was still the same, re-ranking based on metadata was
not the best way to recommend code snippets.
Thus, we conclude the results chapter. In the next chapter, we will discuss the answers




Although our quantitative results validate the performance of neural models towards code
search task, our models are still a work-in-progress. In this section, we will discuss the
findings of our experiments and answer our research questions mentioned in Chapter 3.
5.1 Research Questions
RQ1: Can bag-of-paths model be successfully applied to semantically search code snippets?
Yes. We were able to successfully implement a hybrid model that encodes source code in a
different way than typical neural models encode text. We had to use the other benchmark
models to encode text as Code2Vec is designed to extract meaning from source code.
We were able to successfully use artifacts from previous research [3, 19] and tensorflow
migration scripts to develop this fully functioning hybrid model.
RQ2: How effective is the resulting model, compared to previous benchmarks? The
hybrid model we designed was able to beat the previous benchmarks developed in the orig-
inal CodeSearchNet paper [19]. We made a pull request to the CodeSearchNet repository
and got it accepted. As a result of which, our model currently stands in the top 10 results
of the leaderboard. However, it is important to note that this challenge is being actively
solved by researchers and developers around the world.
RQ3: Does the popularity of a repository impact the relevance of the retrieved code
snippets? No. In the context of semantic search, the result we have obtained through
various re-ranking strategies show evidence that the metadata such as popularity of repos-
itory, repository size and token length of snippets do not impact the relevance of retrieved
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Query Sensible result Contradicting result
convert int to string NumberType.convertToString Number.convertStringToInt
string to date DateUtils.stringToDate Util.dateToString
convert decimal to hex NumericUtil.toHexShortString SpatialiteReader.hexToInt
convert int to bool LangUtils.convertToBoolean BooleanUtils.toIntegerObject
Table 5.1: Directionality problem with neural models
snippets. Using such metadata for code recommendation through re-ranking will yield
poor results.
5.2 Neural models are not perfect
Although our model in comparison with other neural models shows substantial improve-
ment in results, neural models still face some challenges. Table 5.1 shows one of the
important challenges we need to solve in order to improve the models: the directionality
problem. For the type of queries that involve any form of conversions, neural models strug-
gle to understand the intended direction of the query. For example, “convert from int to
bool” query returns snippets that does the exact opposite. This remains an open challenge
and we hope to solve this problem in the future by actively improving the model.
Another major shortcoming was that none of the complex neural models such as Self
attention [42], biRNN [6], Conv NN [20] performed well when combined with Code2Vec
[3]. These neural models have complex model architecture and have higher capacities
compared to models such as NBoW. Understanding why these complex models struggle to
learn features when combined with Code2Vec could potentially help changing these models
to work well for semantic code search.
5.3 Contributions
We have presented the contributions of our study as follows:
• We have demonstrated that it is possible to integrate neural models into CodeSearch-
Net [19] that are specifically designed to extract features from source code (such as
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Code2Vec). We have built an hybrid model that treats text and source code differ-
ently and still understand the semantics between them.
• We have provided a new baseline model to the CodeSearchNet benchmark by submit-
ting our results to the challenge, enabling the research community to further research
and improve upon.
• We have open-sourced all the preprocessing scripts, model source code (upgraded to
Tensorflow 2.0) and other artifacts we developed or modified from prior research [16].
We believe this will help researchers in replicating the results and encourage them
start building new models on top of neural models tailored for understanding source
code.
• We have found that reranking a retrieved result set based on metadata such as
popularity of the project, code token length, repository size would result poor code
recommendation. In other words, popular projects do not result in more relevant
search results.
5.4 Threats to Validity
• Documentation is fundamentally different from user queries. Queries are typically
questions and documentation is a general description of a code snippet along with pa-
rameters and return type. Is it ideal to use them as a feature to learn the semantics?
Moreover, documentation becomes outdated with time. At the moment, researchers
(and developers) do not have any other option but to learn semantics from docu-
mentation as it bridges the gap between natural language (query) and code snippets
(source gap).
• The relevance annotations used to evaluate the neural models were not fully utilized.
Developers did not annotate the entire CodeSearchNet corpus as it takes a lot of
manual effort and infeasible. Only a total approximately 4000 snippets were anno-
tated. This means that a lot of code snippets which may be relevant and retrieved
but not annotated. Thus, NDCG may not reflect the full capacity of the neural
models but rather an approximation.
• Since the relevance annotations were hidden from the challenge in order to avoid over
fitting the models, we were not able to answer interesting questions such as, what
type of queries the neural models are capable of solving? How can the models achieve
the ideal ordering of code snippets through re-ranking after retrieval?
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• We have only applied Code2Vec to the Java corpus. There are five more programming
languages that have evaluation datasets. Would Code2Vec be effective for any other
language other than Java?
• Queries used for evaluation are relatively short and general purpose queries. We have
not tested the models against project specific queries and queries that are long.
• We only used Github dataset and preprocessing artifacts provided by CodeSearchNet
framework. How well these observations and model performance will translate to
different datasets is an intriguing question yet to be answered.
CodeSearchNet challenge is inspired and designed similar in structure to data science
challenges such as ImageNet [8] challenge. ImageNet challenge was a crucial step towards
solving the challenges in image classification research. Like ImageNet, CodeSearchNet
could be the next big step [43] in solving semantic search. Our model Code2Vec is a
demonstration that building models specific to learn source code is also crucial towards
semantic search.
All the benchmark models developed so far were not able to perform better than Elas-
ticsearch [10] baseline with an NDCG score of 0.204. However, semantic code search is
a rapidly evolving research area. With the advent of CodeSearchNet, researchers are able
to rapidly make improvements and advance in this particular area of research. When this
thesis was being written, Feng et al [11] have developed a new model based on a natural
language model called BERT [9] that made a huge impact in the field of NLP recently.
This model, CodeBERT [11] named after BERT, has now outperformed all the neural
models so far submitted to CodeSearchNet. This model is a bimodal pre-trained model
for programming language (PL) and natural language (NL), in other words, it has learned
to utilize both NL-PL data together using a single model architecture. This is different
from our hybrid model which uses two different architectures (Code2Vec and NBoW). Such
studies emphasize the rate at which the field is growing and potentially help finding the




In our thesis, we have built a hybrid neural model that learns semantics from code snippets
as well as natural language text. We have demonstrated that building neural models this
way can improve the performance in searching code snippets. We also evaluated our
model against previous benchmark models and outperformed those models in terms of
relevance scores. We hope that this would encourage more researchers to represent and
learn semantics from the syntactic nature of code snippets for semantic search and as
well as other problems that deal with source code. We have also showed how re-ranking
based on only metadata can negatively affect the results. Our study was heavily influenced
and inspired by Code2Vec and the CodeSearchNet challenge and we hope to improve our
solution in the future through iterative development of the designed model.
6.1 Future Work
• As we have mentioned before, we performed our experiments only on systems writ-
ten in the Java programming language. We are interested in applying the same
experiments on other languages. This would also mean learning to extract bag of
paths by constructing ASTs for each of the language. We plan to use PathMiner
[22], which has provided reusable artifacts, to mine path based representations for
different programming languages.
• Replicating the model implementation to work for different datasets can be a great
learning experience and it opens up the possibility of creating more training data for
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existing models as well. Neural models have the ability to improve performance with
more data.
• Representing source code in the form of directed acyclic graphs instead of paths could
also lead to a neural model and improve our understanding of doing semantic search.
• Natural language processing is a rapidly growing area of research as new and im-
proved neural models are discovered frequently. This also means new opportunities
to represent documentation (text) through such improved models.
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A.1 Our Tools, Artifacts, Results
Links to our code, pre-processing & reranking scripts, benchamrk submissions, and results
are as follows:
• GitHub link to Code2Vec integrated model
• Scripts to crawl GitHub metadata and re-ranking strategies
• Benchmark submission of the model performance with logs
• Re-ranking submissions
• Link to Leaderboard
• Original CodeSearchNet datasets and source code
• Original Code2Vec source code
A.2 Figures
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Figure A.1: code-documentation to vector representation
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Figure A.2: Pipeline used for the initial study
1 {
2 "question_id": 36875258,
3 "intent": "copying one file's contents to another in python",
4 "rewritten_intent": "copy the content of file 'file.txt' to file
'file2.txt'",↪→
5 "snippet": "shutil.copy('file.txt', 'file2.txt')",
6 }
Figure A.3: A sample pair from CoNaLa dataset
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Figure A.4: Example of seq2seq model
Figure A.5: Our model stands 11th in the CodeSearchNet Leaderboard
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Figure A.6: Code2Vec model training loss during each train step
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Figure A.7: Code2Vec validation MRR over each train step
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Figure A.8: Resource utilization during model predictions
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